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Results

Objective
Digital Elevation Models (DEM)

HAND Models

QTM Flood Analysis

● Create a GIS model to predict flood inundation along two portions of the Raritan river using LiDAR data.
○ New Brunswick / Highland Park study area
○ Wetlands study area
● Utilize this model to create a visual representation of a flood inundation event.

Introduction

New Brunswick
Elevation

New Brunswick HAND
High : 158.984

High : 121.28

● The Raritan river is the longest river located entirely within New Jersey stretching over 110 kilometers [1] and
receives, on average, 3.95 feet of rainfall annually [2].
● The river is bordered by various different types of land-use including;
○ Open and Recreational
○ Agricultural
○ Residential
○ Industrial
● Heavy rainfall events resulting in inundation of the river will affect each land-use type differently.
● To observe the effects of inundation on different land-use types, two different areas along the Raritan were chosen.

Figure 1 - New Brunswick Location
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Materials
LiDAR point data provided by Dr. Jie Gong of the Rutgers University Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering and the RISE Research Group [3].
NHD
Software: ArcMap and QTM
Methods
Methods for DEM Creation:
○ LiDAR point data, stored as .las files, were organized into LASdatasets for each location.
○ Using a tool called LASdataset to Raster, interpolation was done with binning with average cell assignments
and natural neighbors void fill method. This process was done for both the New Brunswick and Wetlands
location.
Methods for HAND Creation:
○ NHDstream data was clipped using the shapefile boundaries for each location.
○ Each location’s clipped streams were then rasterized using the Polyline to Raster tool.
○ Topography tool set 10_3, Riparian, Height Above Nearest Drainage was used to generate outputs for each
location.
Methods for 3-D Flood Inundation:
○ Individual LiDAR data was imported into Quick Terrain Modeller (QTM) for each location.
○ LiDAR data for each location was combined to create a single LiDAR dataset for their respective locations.
■ e.g., all individual New Brunswick sections were combined to create one continuous LiDAR dataset for
New Brunswick.
○ The flood analysis tool was used to create a 3-D visualization of various levels of flood inundation.

Figure 4: New Brunswick HAND Model Output

Figure 3: New Brunswick DEM

Wetland Elevation

Figure 2 - Wetlands Location

● Each location was chosen for their distinct characteristics and land-use;
○ New Brunswick / Highland Park - Urban area and close proximity to the city and route 18. High elevation
relative to water level. Existing natural barriers removed for development.
○ Wetlands - Rural / Open land-use. Low elevation relative to water level but existence of natural weather
barriers.

●
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Figure 6: Wetland DEM

Figure 5: New Brunswick Inundation 15ft

Figure 7:Wetland HAND Model Output

Discussion
LiDAR Data
● Analysis for each location utilized elevation data collected by the (MACHINE)
as the original methods of collection did not include any stream data. This impacted HAND analysis done later in the project.
● Many methods were available for the manipulation of the data: mosaic dataset, LASdataset, and terrain dataset.
● While all methods were attempted, issues with return points and difficulty classifying terrain pushed for the LASdataset method to be
viable.
Generating DEMs
● QTM was originally used to create the DEM, however, converting outputs to usable formats within ArcMap presented a problem.
● Outputs were segmented and had to be merged resulting in choppy DEMs. ArcMap was conversely able to generate a full area DEM
with smoother outputs.
HAND Model
● Overlapping and choppiness of the DEM’s led to the creation of seemingly disfigured hand models, especially in areas outside of the
LiDAR sampling range.
● The areas closest to the shore, where a majority of the LiDAR was located, gave primarily positive results.

Figure 8: Wetland Inundation 15ft

Conclusion
● It is best to know the data and collection methods in order to ensure
certain analysis can be completed within the scope and objective of a
project.
● Visual analysis of HAND output and QTM flood analysis suggests the
New Brunswick study area would be the most affected by major flood
events.
● Both 2D and 3D techniques are important for generating and
communicating a complete flood inundation model analysis.
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